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Hirmer Group appoints Edith Gerhardt to the board of directors of the future 

Hirmer Hospitality 

 

Munich, December 1, 2021 (w&p) - The Hirmer Group is appointing Edith Gerhardt to the board of 

directors of the future Hirmer Hospitality GmbH & Co. KG. Gerhardt will be responsible for the fate of 

the company together with Travel Charme and Hirmer Real Estate Managing Director Daniel Eickworth. 

The previous Travel Charme Managing Director Matthias Brockmann will leave the company at the end 

of this year.  

The 45-year-old Edith Gerhardt is switching from Marriott International to the Munich Family Business 

and looks back on many years of management experience in the upscale hotel industry. With Edith 

Gerhardt, the Hirmer Group is adding a proven expert in the industry to the team. The trained hotel 

manager worked in various positions for the US luxury hotel chain The Ritz-Carlton for more than 20 

years. After working in Hawaii, Philadelphia and Berlin, she managed The Ritz-Carlton in Wolfsburg 

from 2010 to 2018. The Landmark Mandarin Oriental in Hong Kong is also part of her portfolio. Most 

recently, she served as Vice President Openings & Conversions, EMEA for Marriott International. In 

addition, Edith Gerhardt has made a name for herself as a trained speaker on topics such as leadership, 

philosophy and service excellence. Her prominent expertise in the areas of hotel operations and 

openings will shape the strategic development of Hirmer Hospitality's new brand structure.  

The future Hirmer Hospitality GmbH & Co. KG, how Travel Charme Hotels & Resorts will be called after 

its renaming, will form the third major pillar of the fully family-owned Hirmer Group alongside the 

retail (mens fashion) and real estate segments. In the future, Hirmer Hospitality will unite three strong 

hotel brands under one roof: the established hotel group Travel Charme Hotels & Resorts, the modern 

lifestyle concept Urban Nature and the brand truuee. hotels & places, which is located in the luxury 

segment. The new brand structure is a strategic milestone for the company's commitment to 

hospitality and forms the basis for further growth in this segment. 

"With the new management duo at the head of the future Hirmer Hospitality and our new brand 

structure, we are clearly setting the course for qualitative and quantitative growth. We want to 

become the market leader in the vacation hotel industry in German-speaking countries and stand for 

exceptional hotel experiences. In addition to a high level of professional expertise, Edith Gerhardt also 

stands for value-based management. As a family business, this is especially important to us," explains 

Dr. Christian Hirmer, shareholder and spokesman for the Hirmer Group. 

"It is of importance to me to form a strong corporate philosophy and to inspire employees and our 

guests alike," says Edith Gerhardt. Especially in times like these, she says, it is significant to combine 

change and stability and to create something special as a team. "I certainly contribute high standards, 

but also passion and enthusiasm for the goal of being among the best."  

"Matthias Brockmann plays a major role in the current positioning of the established hotel group. With 

his passion and expertise for the hotel industry, we have succeeded in raising the profile of the 

individual properties even more, so that today we can look back on nine successful Travel Charme 
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Hotels & Resorts. I would like to express my sincere thanks to Mr. Brockmann for this," concludes Dr. 

Christian Hirmer.  

For more information visit www.hirmer-hospitality.de. 

 

About Hirmer Hospitality 

Hirmer Hospitality is part of the traditional, family-run Munich-based Hirmer company and combines three strong hotel 

brands under one roof: Travel Charme Hotels & Resorts, the leading expert for vacation hotels in Germany and Austria, the 

young and dynamic lifestyle concept Urban Nature with the first house in St. Peter-Ording planned for 2022, and the brand 

truuee. hotels & places located in the luxury segment. These include legendary hotel icons at Tegernsee in Bavaria, Bad 

Gastein and Lake Garda. Hirmer Hospitality's portfolio currently includes nine hotels and six hotel projects in Germany, Austria 

and Italy. With the restructuring of the company and the new brands, the Hirmer Group is setting the course for its further 

expansion in the hotel segment in order to become one of the market-leading hotel companies in German-speaking countries 

in the long term and to position itself sustainably as a trustworthy employer brand. 
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